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Revised structure of the U.S. scheduled airline industry that is being forecast for the 1970s began
taking shape last week with the proposed merger between Northwest Airlines and Northeast
Airlines.

If successful, the Northeast/Northwest union could set new standards for the selection of merger
partners.Airlines in serious financial condition, as Northeast is, are generally ignored in the search
for expansion through merger.

Here are some of the gains Northwest can expect through its acquisition of Northeast:

• Northwest’s present domestic route is basically east-west across the northern tier of the U.S. This
directional flow is broken only by a leg between the Twin Cities, Chicago and Miami.

• From Northeast, it will inherit an East Coast route from Montreal and upper New England
through Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Washington to Florida. The two routes into the
Southeast will provide the carrier a strong system-wide seasonal balance in its traffic movement.

• Northeast’s recently awarded southern transcontinental route will furnish Northwest a direct link
between Miami and the Orient through Hawaii using the Los Angeles gateway.

• Northwest has been recommended by a CAB examiner for a West Coast route between Seattle
and Los Angeles, which would give the carrier a complete route around the periphery of the U.S.
The new routes would permit a year round high aircraft utilization rate with a reduction in
operating costs.

• Northeast has been unable to serve its routes with large capacity long-range aircraft because of
lack of capital funds. Therefore, it is not considered a strong competitor on the southern route
because it is forced to serve it with the Boeing 727, designed primarily for medium-hauls.

Thus, it is apparent that Northwest, in studying the merger proposal, looked upon Northeast, not as
an ailing member of the industry, but as a potential supporting segment that would augment and
strengthen Northwest’s basic route structure.

The Civil Aeronautics Board very likely will look upon the proposed union with favor
since Northeast has consistently lost money during the past 14 years with the exception of
1966, when it reported a slight profit.

Northwest has been one of the industry’s top money makers. It earned a net profit of $50
million in 1968 and, for the first nine months of 1969, showed net earnings of $40
million. In the same period this year, Northeast lost $8.7 million. In September alone, its
net loss totaled $3.9 million.

In addition, Northeast, throughout its history, has almost always been controlled by
outside interests. It was founded in 1933 as a subsidiary of the Boston and Maine
Railroad, which sold its it to the Atlas Corp. in 1938. Hughes Tool Co. purchased control
in 1962. In 1965, Hughes sold its stock to the Storer Broadcasting Co. which now holds
86.1% of the outstanding shares of common stock.

There is one element in the transaction which may raise a barrier to merger. Northeast
was granted a southern transcontinental route in the southern tier case solely for the
purpose of strengthening the carrier.

Airlines opposing the merger could argue that this route should not be incorporated
within the surviving company since it was not intended for Northwest.

The merger agreement was signed by Donald W. Nyrop, Northwest president, and
George B. Storer, chairman of both Northeast and the broadcasting firm. Under its terms,
one share of Northwest common stock will be issued for each share of Northeast
common.

This means that Northeast stockholders would receive $35 of Northwest stock for $70 of
Northeast. Northeast stockholders will be required to approve the exchange.

But since Storer, with his controlling interest, has approved the agreement in principal, it
is obvious he will accept the final stock trade.

He would then hold about 1 million shares of Northwest common, which would make
him a major share-owner. But it would not give him control since this would amount to
about 5% of Northwest’s total of 19.9 million shares outstanding.


